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Let There be Wages for Homework!
(Continued from page 15) ^

weakness has been the failure to fight for 
wages for schoolwork in a direct way. When 
high school students drop out, they are 
forced by the lack of power that comes with 
wagelessness to take jobs for the minimum 
wage (although they seldom remain tied to 
them).
When we finish university with large debts, 

our wagelessness forces us to find a job 
quickly. Frequently we even have to lie 
about our education in order to get 
temporary jobs in offices and factories. Our

Bo]power to date has been built through our 
refusal of schoolwork and our limited 
success in getting some money. But we need 
wages for schoolwork to further develop our 
power to decide how much work we do at 
school and whether to take part-time or 
full-time jobs after graduation.
Like housewives, when we are not paid for 

the work we do, the state doesn’t care how 
many hours we work a day. But when we 
demand wages for schoolwork, we make 
visible all the unpaid work school involves,

and we can begin to struggle, like other 
workers, over how much of our time we are 
forced to submit to schoolwork for how 
much money.
In this way, we will be able to take time off 

from schoolwork without having to feel 
guilty. Wages for schoolwork will also 
remove much of the anxiety we experience 
about having to work hard and perform well 
in school in order to get a good job. 
Wages for schoolwork will not only mean 

having the power to refuse part-time and 
summer jobs in addition to schoolwork, but 
will also enable us to reduce much of our 
schoolwork.
The idea that we should get wages for 

schoolwork is not something that fell out of 
the clouds. It emerges precisely at the time 
when the state is trying to impose more 
work for less money on all workers, waged 
and wageless—through transit fare in
creases and reduced services, daycare 
cutbacks, rising food prices and energy 
prices, and wage controls.
As we examine all the unrecognized and 

unpaid work we do at school, we shouldn’t 
forget that other workers are struggling to 
get paid for all their work too. When women, 
for instance, struggle for more and cheaper 
daycare, lower food prices, or the 
availability of safe abortions and birth 
control, they are struggling over the 
amount of work they are forced to do.
And now women are organizing for wages 

for housework—not only in the home, but all 
the unpaid work they do outside the home 
too. And when men workers struggle for 
more money and less work, as they’ve been 
doing in record numbers and with 
“alarming” success in the last few years, 
they are fighting for wages for all the work 
they do both on and off the job.
Thus, while the state is trying to get more 

schoolwork for less money from us, we are 
not alone in wanting more money, more 
time and less work for ourselves.
To the extent that we get paid for our work 

at school, and are not forced to compete for 
jobs with other works, we will give them 
more power to struggle for more money and 
less work. So winning more power for 
ourselves gives other workers more power 
also.
Last year, Ottawa lent $142.3 million to 

140,000 students under the Canada Student 
Loan Plan. As the federal government 
raises its defense spending this year from 
$2.5 billion to $5 billion, and prepares to kick 
in another $200 million for the Olympics, 
let’s not forget there’s more where that 
came from!

The UNB Red Bombei 
their second game of th 
last weekend, and were dt 
the hands of the visitinj 
Axemen.
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MOTE TO STUDENTS
The University will make available to all full-time students 

dependent coverage under ait existing policy with the 

Maritime Life Assurance Company. The coverage will 

coincide with thatof the students,being September 1, 1976 

to August 31, 1977.

Application for such coverage is as follows : 

Canadian or Landed Immigrant Students 

• University Business Office
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- Mrs. J. Stocker,Overseas Student Advisor.
Despite a losing effort 
spirits during the gai

JudokiNew Hewlett-Packard HP-25C 
Scientific Programmable Calculator 
with Continuous Memory By STEVE GILL11

The great new HP-25C is the first scientific calculator 
you can turn on and off as often as you like without 
losing your programs or stored data.

You can store and retain programmed solutions 
to any repetitive problem—from long, complex prob
lems to hyperbolics, statistical functions, octal-decimal 
conversions, degrees-minutes-seconds addition and 
much more. Constants, statistical data, etc., may also 
be saved indefinitely in the eight addressable memories.

The new HP-25C is identical in every other 
respect to the popular HP-25. You get:

72 functions and operations. All trig functions 
in radians, degrees and grads; rectangular/polar 
conversions; logs: etc

Keystroke programmability. Enter your key
strokes once. Then enter only the variables each time.

Full editing capability. You can easily review 
and quickly add or change steps.

Conditional branching. Eight logic tests let you 
program decisions.

8 addressable memories. And you can do full 
register arithmetic on all eight.

Fixed decimal and scientific notation—plus 
engineering notation which displays powers of 
ten in multiples of • 3 for ease in working with many 

I; units of measure—e.g., kilo (10 '), nano (10 9), etc. 
Come in and try the HP-25C today 
We also have in stock the HP-21, HP-22 & HP25 other 
numbers can be specially ordered.

During the summer me 
members of the UNB Ji 
took part in the Canadi 
Nationals. Glenna Smith 
the women’s nationals wl 
Blaney fought at tht 
nationals.

Blaney also attended th 
al training camp from Ma 
July 9th at Montreal. Bla 
holds a brown belt aft 
years with the UNB Ju 
found the camp tough 1 
rewarding as far as impr 
Judo was concerned.

Retains your programs 
and saves your data- 
even when you turn it off!
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The experience and i 
gained from attending tl 
als and training camp 
passed on to old and new 
at the UNB Judo Club’s 
and training sessions, aci 
Blaney.

749 Charlotte St. Fredericton, N.B. 

Sunday 11 a.m. September 26, 1976s.

%TOPIC: “The World 
of the Severely Disabled”
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The UNB Judo Club i 
any interested UNB 
student. Meetings are h 
Monday and Wednesday i 
p.m. and Thursday and 
p.m. to 9 p.m.

Any interested student

Speaker: Bev Hallam,
(exec. dir. of the Can. Paraplegic Ass.)UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
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